Reducing Waste
Simple ways you can reduce waste at home and business.

Simple Ways You Can Reduce Waste
Shop smart - keep your receipts:

• How many times have you made a repair or a project build and ended up purchasing more than
you needed? Consider returning unused or unopened items back to where you purchased them.

Product life - throw away vs. value:

• Consider the expected life of an item you are about to buy. How long will it last and how many
times can you use it? What are the disposal options? Is it energy efficient?

Magazines - share them and extend the life-cycle:
• Consider taking your magazines to doctor’s offices,
waiting rooms and other common places.

If it looks too old to keep - give it a face lift:

• Sometimes products are discarded because we are
just tired of them. Rather than throwing it away,
give them a new look. The extended resources of
your favorite chair is a good example.

Get Creative!

Re-purpose - extending the product life:

• There are multiple ways to reduce waste when you reuse items in
different ways that they were intended for -

Stay informed!

Reduce

• The first step is reducing the amount of waste you generate. Consider buying in bulk, buying items with less packaging and stay
away from single-use items. For example - instead of buying bottles of water, use a refillable container.

Reuse

• All of us generate waste. The challenge can be fun by thinking of multiple ways to reuse a single item. For example, an empty
food jar can be useful as a container to hold pens and pencils, or an old window frame can be used as a picture frame extending a
product’s life cycle.

Recycle

• Recapturing natural resources is vital to the recycling process. Cardboard, magazines, newspapers, aluminum, plastics, glass and
even organics such as yard materials are just a few of the many recyclable items.

If you have additional recycling questions,
please contact our recycling coordinator at:
recycle@sosanitation.com
or call
800-922-1025
www.sosanitation.com
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What do the three arrows represent?

Think before you throw it away.

REUSE

All of us generate waste.
Be mindful of one-time uses for
everyday products. It can be
challenging but you can start today
by using smarter alternatives,
extending the product’s life cycle
with multiple time uses!

RENT IT

Renting rather than buying is
sometimes a great solution. You can
save money by not needing to outlay
the expense and maintenance. Many
times the rented item is a better
quality product that what you
wanted to afford.

DONATE

Donating not only helps others,
it’s a great way to change an
unwanted product into a useful
item for someone else. Or, you
can have a garage sale and make
some extra cash by giving your
unwanted stuff a second chance!

REUSABLE
FILTERS.

DONATING CLOTHING IS ALWAYS A GREAT
WAY TO EXTEND A PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE!

REUSABLE SHOPPING
BAGS, COFFEE FILTERS
AND WATER BOTTLES CAN
BE USED OVER AND OVER.

THINGS LIKE LADDERS, PRESSURE WASHERS AND CEMENT
MIXERS MAKE GREAT RENTALS. INQUIRE AT YOUR LOCAL
HARDWARE STORE FOR OPTIONS.

IF THAT CHAIR DOESN’T GO
WITH YOUR NEW DECOR,
LET IT FIND A NEW FAVORITE
SPOT IN A NEW HOME.

